Easy to use Opensim
Stats, Usage, and the Future

Web: https://www.outworldz.com
Sim:
http://www.outworldz.com:9000
Email: Fred@Outworldz.com

I’m going to talk about some of lessons learned and some of the stats about how
Opensim works in home servers. And introduce a new Dream grid that has
some features not normally seen in home grids.
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What is Dreamworld?
Complete Standalone Server
Free & Open Source
Trusted - digitally signed
In-world in 3 clicks
Hypergrid enabled
No INI file editing needed
Auto-Dynamic DNS
Auto-MySQL
Auto-Updater
Auto-OAR Backup

https://www.outworldz.com/Outworldz_installer/
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Dream World is much easier to use than the usual Opensim installation
methods, and is based on Diva Distro
When you use it, it does a lot of things for you. It has a free Dynamic DNS
system using a Perl script I run on a DNS server for the something dot
Outworldz.net domain.
It is a diagnostic system and a INI file editor. Once it has run once, you don’t
need to run it at all. It is possible to run Mysql with one click, and run Opensim
with a second click. But that can break if your router changes the IP address, or
your PC Ip changes on your LAN. When you use Dreamworld, it takes one
click to start it, and run Mysql, register the dynamic DNS name to your public
WAN IP, then open up and port forward any needed ports in case any IP
addresses change, and run it edits all the INI files to match, and then runs
Opensim. Another click will log you in your viewer assuming you have
checked the box that says “remember me” in your viewer.

Diagnostic and Help system
uPnP Universal Plug’nPlay
Standalone HG




0.8.2.1 Diva Wifi Web
0.9.0.0 Diva Wifi Web
Onlook Viewer

Multiple Backup Methods
Router/Firewall/Database
Diagnostics and Repair
Online Help/Instruction
Made by many very
talented people.
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It’s a bit like Sim on a Stick mashed with Diva Distro by Diva Canto, also
known as Dr. Crista Lopez, to whom we all owe a massive debt for her work on
the Hypergrid and on the Diva control panel. She has also done pioneering
work on the Onlook viewer to eliminate the avatar entirely with a welk-thru
mode, and also greatly simplified the UI for nooblets to use. I have used it in
my professional job as a presentation tool at trade shows and to employees for
factory setup situations.

DLC -Downloadable Content
Web-based OAR/IAR
50+ licensed OARs
50+ open source IARs
Drag & Drop IAR/OAR

https://www.outworldz.com/cgi/freesculpts.plx
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Web based loading lets you load a IAR or OAR with a few clicks. There are
81 OARS and 66 IARS with open source licenses, most of which are available
in the web link menu. You can also save your own OAR and IAR and load
them with Drag and Drop onto the Dreamworld desktop.
About a half dozen OARS are custom made and are exclusives for Dreamworld
users. They are not to be loaded on other grids.

Dream
Community
Community of hundreds
of active users who can
support, help, share and
bring new growth and
new grids and regions
to Opensim.
Search for it on G+
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I want to give my thanks to the many hundreds of users who participate in the
Opensimulator Dreamworld community on Google Plus. Isis Ophelia has been
a very effective help with spot-on answers in this community.

Some Stats
See www.Hyperica.com for all sims
Stats at www.outworldz.com/Hyperica
Peak HG online =103 out of 304 grids (34%)
Average HG ~ 20% of all grids
Only 23,405 Second Life regions incl. Linden
Size = minimum of 21,000 SL ‘standard’ sims
+ 88,000 other regions by HG Business
Ignoring Inworldz,GCG, and The Adult Grid
Ignoring 170,000 “downloads” of simonastick
= ~ Opensim is 4x the size of Second Life
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I collect a few anonymous stats from your Dreamworld. A diagnostic runs the
first time Dreamworld starts to probe your setup from the outside to test ports
and loopback. Its works just like Canyouseeme.org or Is My Port Open. It
bounces off my server which records a random number made at each install and
whether the diagnostics passed, or failed and why.
It’s a snapshot of the machine at a moment in time. The user can fix the issues
and never run the diagnostics again, maybe they run them multiple times as
they progress through fixing the ports, and loopback. So take these with a grain
of salt. The stats are actually better than these, but by how much, I do not
know.
This represents at a minimum over 21,000 SL sims added to the 80,000 or so
reported by HG Business.
One note of caution: Sim on a stick does not have a rel=nofollow link so their
statistic is suspect. It is likely polluted with web crawler downloads.
The Dreamworld system in the last year has made it possible to have not just a
few hundred, but thousands of worlds – many more than there are 'regular'
grids.
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Auto-Diagnostics
UPnP Ports + Loopback Pass: 347
UPnP Ports + Loopback Fail: 2199
(16% worked right away)
Linksys is about the only major brand
that does not suck.
Please update the list of routers!
http://opensimulator.org/wiki/NAT_Loopback_Routers
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Partial stats here as they were only collected after the 1.7 series of Dreamworld
came out.

54% are not UPnP’d
Many reports that uPnP is enabled, but
it appears it works only ~ 1/2 the time.
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About 50% of all sims report that UPnP is not working. Many reports have
arrived by email that their UPnP is enabled.

uPnP -Universal Plug and Play
My UPnP may be partly
broken.
I need remote access to a
non-loopback’ed Windows
CPU & router to install Visual
Studio, git, and Dreamworld
source code and spend some
hours with it.
Any volunteers?
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I need remote access to a nonloopback’ed Windows CPU & router
to install Visual Studio, git, and
Dreamworld source code and spend
some hours with it.

What type of PC do I need?
www.Outworldz.com:9000
Dual Xeon (16 cores)
which came with 48 GB of
dual channel DDR3 DRAM
From Ebay, @ $300.00
512 GB SSD @ $124.00
FIOS and Linksys Routers
are on the shelf at top left
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A laptop will do, even with 4G of DRAM. But don’t try to run a lot of sims on
it, with lots of prims. *GB is really a minimum. My own server above is abig
one: yet it only costs $424, running a free upgrade of Windows 10. It is a used
Dell server I paid $300 for on Ebay. It came with 48 GB of dual channel RAMs
and dual 2.2 GHZ Xeon processors. I run 18 instances in about 20 GB of the
48 GB of RAM and a sim with two users init runs maybe 1 to 2% CPU.
Opensim likes lots of cores and dual or quad banked RAM.
I am on FIOS/Frontier, so I need a special router setup with dual routers, sitting
on the top shelf. The left side on the wall has a water sprinkler controller and a
storage tank for cryogenically frozen heads.
It is not prim count, nor is it number of sims, or number of avatars. It is simply
will it all fit in RAM? If not, you get swapped to disk, MYSQL ends up
swapped to disk, and things go wonky with slow POST messages, timeouts, and
lost inventory.

Routers are Complex!
FIOS and Frontier require rewiring, two routers,
or you lose OnDemand and TV Guide.
www.outworldz.com:9000
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This is the setup for FIOS, and it is not trivial to do or you lose support, your
channel guide and your OnDemand videos.

Loopback
HG always uses the Public
WAN Port
Blue Line = Opensim talks
to itself
Green Line = Viewer talks
to the server

Routers are generally
“a heap of steaming
dragon voodoo”
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Routers are a mess. Some have small UDP buffers (1K) so TP and uploads are
unreliable. Actiontech, for example. One that I ran into loops back TCP but not
UDP..
To quote a user “It turns out my XFinity Router is limited to 8 port
forwards. Not that it tells you or warns you. It even lets you set more
than 8 up and says all is OK. Then some time later it silently deletes
them using FIFO thus in my case 8001, 8002, 8004 were first to go. Also
it accepted a range 8005-8050 but once done the whole look up table in
the modem became corrupted. I It turns out after such a corruption it
flings out all sorts of settings including some long deleted, literally
random settings after a reboot. To say it is a heap of steaming dragon
voodoo would be a compliment.
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What Dreamworld is not
Not expandable beyond 1 CPU
Standalone Hypergrid is 1 process



Long boot times
Must restart everything

No Gloebits
I know of NO REASON a Windows PC cannot
access the Hypergrid except for messing with
the router, the firewall(s), anti-viruses
programs and having no password to the
router.
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All sims run in one DOS box.
People run way many sims – as many as 34 in one case, and it took a half hour
to load.
So it needs the robust mode.
But robust will never be an upgrade – you have to move the IAR and IARS to
move.
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What’s Next?
Dream Grid!
Core Opensim
Plus Diva
Robust-based
Expandable
Start and stop
any region at
any time.
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Uses standard Opensim.ini and other INI files, now renamed Opensim.proto.
It has the famous Diva control panel, too.
Robust means you can run it on ,more than one PC for expansion.
You can click any region name to turn it red. It will shut down and go it offline
until you enable it again, and no restart is needed. A crashed sim will turn the
indicator red.
I have plans for this in the near future to auto start and stop with your PC, and
auto restart regions if they crash.

Dreamgrid Architecture
One folder for everything
Only 1 Opensim.exe
Easy for me to update
and compile to later
releases of master
Region folder is
redefined
Opensim Log files,
Opensim.ini moved

\Bin\Regions\Welcome\Region
\AnotherSim\Region
\Sandbox\Region

Start with GUI mode or:
Cmd prompt “go Welcome”
“go AnotherSim”
“go Sandbox”
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It has core Opensimulator, with source, the binaries are compiled from source,
and digitally signed with cryptographic key so you know it came from me. You
can recompile it if you want.
There is only one copy – I have seen machines with over 50 copies of Opensim
on them that are a nightmare to maintain.

Easy Region Creation
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Same as before, but simplified.
It has with an enable switch. This turns the icon red and green. A Red icon
will not be started automatically. This lets you built up a library of sims on a
small-RAM PC and get to them with just one click.

Expert Setup
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New stuff here is the Unique Grid ID which is now exposed so you an make
multiple machine use the same Dynamic DNS system. The router then port
forwards to the correct region and to the one machine running robust.
Disable UPnP speeds up the boot if you manually port forward or use multiple
machine so there are no conflicts.
There I a robust control panel for the database, too. This will have one
additional field in the next beta release.

Gloebits Module
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Gloebits module has an easy to setup panel for those new to Gloebits. You
follow a three step process to get a Oauth code and a secret password. Then
click Enable Gleobuts and restart, and you will be able to sell items using this
popular currency.

Upgrade Me!
Nope nope… No Upgrade!
Must be moved into from OARS/IARS.
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There is one piece of bad news. It is not possible to upgrade form a Standalone
database to a Robust database.

Status of DreamGrid
Very Early Beta stage!

Beta V 2.0-1 is available under AGPL License
https://www.outworldz.com/download/
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I am setting a new license on Dreamgrid. It is AGPL so it will always be open
source.

OSCC Expo Zone 3

I’ll be at OSCC Expo Zone 3 in booth 23 if you have any questions.

